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Beginning iOS Application Development with HTML and JavaScript (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2012


	THE AMAZING SUCCESS OF THE IPHONE and iPad over the past four years has proven that

	application developers are now smack deep in a brave new world of sophisticated, multifunctional

	mobile applications. No longer do applications and various media need to live in separate silos.

	Instead, mobile web-based applications can bring...
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tmux: Productive Mouse-Free DevelopmentPragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	Your mouse is slowing you down. The time you spend context switching between your editor and your consoles eats away at your productivity. Take control of your environment with tmux, a terminal multiplexer that you can tailor to your workflow. Learn how to customize, script, and leverage tmux's unique abilities and keep your fingers on...
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Automating Windows AdministrationApress, 2004

	Author Stein Borge has written a problem and solution-oriented text. In this follow-up edition, he thoroughly explains automating common administrative tasks for all business versions of Windows that rely on the Windows Script Host (WSH).


	This book introduces new features of recent WSH versions, then discusses...
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Inhabited Information Spaces: Living with your DataSpringer, 2004
In this book you will find some examples of work in particular from the Inhabited Information Spaces Grouping. It is interesting to see how some of these ideas are still “futuristic” and others have started to become part of mainstream thinking and made their way into products.
 
 Some people say that you can find...
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UNIX Unleashed: System Administrator's EditionSams Publishing, 1997
Master the Unix file systems and syntax as both a user and administrator with Unix Unleashed: System Administrator's Edition. Become an expert on the Unix system's organization, file storage, and essential commands. This large, comprehensive volume provides you with the fundamentals of system administration, including how to get around the...
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Pro WPF: Windows Presentation Foundation in .NET 3.0Apress, 2007
The Microsoft Windows Presentation Foundation (formerly code-named "Avalon") is a key part of .NET 3.0 and provides the foundation for building applications and high-quality user experiences in Windows Vista. WPF blends together application user interface, documents, and media content, while exploiting the full power of your computer....
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Windows PowerShell Pocket Reference: Portable Help for PowerShell Scripters (Pocket Reference)O'Reilly, 2012

	
		This portable reference to Windows PowerShell 3.0 summarizes the command shell and scripting language, and provides a concise reference to the many tasks that make PowerShell so useful. If you’re a busy Windows administrator, and don’t have time to plow through huge books or search online, this is the ideal on-the-job...
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Hands-On Enterprise Automation with Python.: Automate common administrative and security tasks with PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Invent your own Python scripts to automate your infrastructure

	
		Key Features

		
			Make the most of Python libraries and modules to automate your infrastructure
	
			Leverage Python programming to automate server configurations and administration tasks
	
			Efficiently...
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Pro OpenSSHApress, 2005
SSH, or Secure Shell, is the de facto standard among users and administrators who wish to establish secure communication between disparate networks. This book is authored by a Fortune 100 system administrator, who will provide you with a highly practical reference for configuring and deploying OpenSSH in your own environment.

Some of the...
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Early Computing in Britain: Ferranti Ltd. and Government Funding, 1948 ? 1958 (History of Computing)Springer, 2019

	
		This unique book presents the story of the pioneering manufacturing company Ferranti Ltd. – producer of the first commercially-available computers – and of the nine end-user organisations who purchased these machines with government help in the period 1951 to 1957. The text presents personal reminiscences from many of the...
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Adjudicating Climate Change: State, National, and International ApproachesCambridge University Press, 2009
The world’s political process has been slow to react to the serious, and potentially catastrophic, consequences for life on our planet that flow from the burning of fossil fuel. In one sense, this is understandable: turning around the global energy base is not a simple task. In another sense, it is inexcusable: a myopic failure to act in the...
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Running LinuxO'Reilly, 2005
You may be contemplating your first Linux installation. Or you may have been using Linux for years and need to know more about adding a network printer or setting up an FTP server. Running Linux, now in its fifth edition, is the book you'll want on hand in either case. Widely recognized in the...
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